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Message from the top…..
General Managers (on behalf of the Chairman),
As we enter the last month and a half of regular season cricket all
teams from the Vets through Juniors are not without a chance of
playing off in March. Its fantastic to see the efforts of senior head
coach Terry Rowe and the various junior coaches starting to bear
some fruit.
Off field our attention turns to our mid year and end of season
functions. The 13th annual Templeton Cricket Club Superdraw is
again upon us occurring on Sunday the 3rd of February. Tickets
have been disturbed to members for what again promises to be a
massive day at the club. If you are looking for a ticket please see
Brett Keys to point you to someone with free tickets. This day has
been described as “the greatest day on earth” for a reason!
The TCC 30th season celebrations continue with the committee
busy planning the 30th Anniversary Dinner to take place on the 4th
of May (may the fourth be with you). The 25th was a fantastic event
and the 30th is shaping up as even bigger with a few surprises in
store.
Good luck to all players coming up to finals.
Thanks
Andrew Hathaway
General Manager

Templeton Cricket Club thanks its
Major Sponsor for 2012/13
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UrbanGreen Projects 1st XI REPORT – ROUND 8
The UrbanGreen projects 1st XI travelled up to Montrose in what was our most important game of the
season to date. Sitting equal 2nd, half a game off top spot, and only half a game ahead of 4th places
Montrose- a win would help secure our spot in finals, and a loss would really put the pressure on us
coming in the last 3 matches of the season.
Losing the toss, and being sent into bat, we welcomed back Steve Dewar from his good 2s form and
along with Luke Robertson, we were off to a good start at 0-35 off 10 overs. Both of these guys looked to
be doing it easy until Robbo was a bit stiff top edging a ball into his helmet for it to balloon to gully for an
easy catch with the score on 38. From that point our batsmen (apart from Nowen) refused to build a
partnership or anchor the innings and with the score at 6-70 Nath started to hit the ball really well and
while he was out there we looked a chance to post a decent score. With 7 overs to go, and the score on
117, Nath was dismissed for a well made 46, although I believe that if he was there in the 40th over he
would have been close to 100.
It seems like I have written this a few times this year, and I should just write his name in the book in red
ink from now on as again Scott Anderson showed what was required with the bat, and had the ticker not
to let our club be embarrassed- and Ando guided the last bit of the innings to get us to 152 and ended up
on 16 not out.
On a quick ground- defending 152 was always going to be a tough ask, and Montrose got off to a flyer
with some clean hitting. At 2-31 we were right in the game but some good batting saw Montrose get the
score easily, 3 wickets down with 11 overs to spare. Our bowlers (with myself being the main culprit)
couldn’t adjust our bowling length when required and bowled too many balls in the hitting zone.
We have a tough run from here, with playing 3rd placed Croydon Ranges this week in what will be like a
final for us. There are no excuses and we wont be looking for any- it will simply come down to whether
we want it enough from this point.
Ian Garvey
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PORT MELBOURNE CONTAINERS 2ND XI CAPTAINS REPORT – ROUND 8
The Port Melbourne Containers 2nd XI played Croydon Rangers at Temps for Round 8. I lost the
toss and they had a bat.
With Sammy “Chunk” Carter playing his 100th game for Templeton Cricket Club, I really wanted
this win for the young Leg Spinner.
We opened the bowling with Simon Hall & Jamie Baker. Bakes got the early break through getting
rid of their opener who has made most of their runs this season. In the 3rd over Hally cartwheeled
the other opener for a duck and they were 2/8. Rangers then put on a partnership of about 70
before Weerdo found the edge of the batsmen and a great low down catch to Hally at 2nd slip.
From hear wickets kept on falling consistently. They had big trouble with Chunk Carter not being
able to pick his deliveries so they had no option than to just keep him out. His tight bowling caused
wickets to fall at the other end. Tyson Henry proved he can bowl at the death by pitching the ball
up and bowling to a set off side field.
We ended up bowling them out for 149 in the 39th over.
Best Bowling:
S.Hall 3/18 A. Vinen 3/28, S. Carter 1/14 off 8 overs, T. Henry 1/13, J.Baker 1/14
JD & Weerdo opened the batting. The goal was for JD to bat for 15 overs & Weerdo 30 overs.
This wasn’t the case with JD out in the 2nd over for a duck. Weerdo was next to shortly after when
he chopped 1 back onto the stumps. We were about 2/20 with myself & Denno at the crease. We
were doing it easy before Denno cut a ball straight point. They were up and about thinking they
were back in the game. Bakes came to the crease and for the first time this season he looked in
very good form. He was hitting the gaps, and playing straight. With 25 runs to win and only 3
wickets down, we were looking for our 7th straight win. I was next out nicking one through to the
keeper, Bakes then got a shocker of an LBW, Sweets cut one to gully, Letson out straight away.
Pete Miller came to the crease with 2 runs to get and hit a boundary. Both Pete & Sammy Carter
finished not out and we win the game.
Best Batting: A.Vinen 54, J.Baker 26, R.Dennis 22
It was another great win for Port Melbourne Containers 2nd XI and Sam Carter for his 100th game
and we are still sitting on top of the Ladder.
Great effort by all the boys.
GO TEMPS!
Arron Vinen
Skipper - Port Melbourne Containers 2nd XI
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Stuart Broadley & Associates 3rd XI REPORT – ROUND 11
Report not provided

WHERE ARE WE ON THE LADDER

Fixtures, Results and Ladders from:
http://mycricket.cricket.com.au/common/pages/public/rv/ladder.aspx?entityid=32&id=LAD_RND&mode=1
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Online Performance Autos 4th XI REPORT – ROUND 11
We travelled to Pinks reserve to play Kilsyth after a great win the week before against Nth Ringwood.
Kilsyth were now top of the ladder and we set ourselves to take another big scalp. We didn't start well
not having our opening bat and back up keeper Justin Wade not turn up (my fault).
After a quick phone call super sub Dale Hudson filled in and with a couple of other big in's with the long
awaited return of Lucas "Muckarse" Small and Big G we were right to go.
We won the toss and I opened with Ned Morris hoping to replicate last weeks 133 run stand. We didn't
with Nude out for a duck. In strode a very confident Terry Rowe and we promptly plundered the attack
for a second wicket stand of 166 before I actually did get ball of the day out for 80. Terry continued on for
a terrific and chance-less 102. Well batted NTGT, Goldy will be impressed.
Big G, Muckarse and Huddo all added a few quick runs to have us reach 5/251. A great effort but by no
means home on a very fast ground. The only disappointment was not getting to see Big G batting and
running between the wickets with "whippet" Huddo. If anyone wants to learn how to run between the
wickets properly do yourself a favour and come down and watch Huddo bat.
We opened the bowling with Dylan and Big G and a ring in Grey Nicholas pill that lasted 10 overs and
got an early wicket. Both bowled well considering they were going after everything with Dylan having 2
sharp chances going down in consecutive balls and Big G knocking over a leg stump. Next to bowl was
Rep Side Rowe and Kieren "Curlty" Ambrose. Both bowled really well with Terry getting 3 fa and Kieren
unlucky not to get a couple also. The game was still pretty close with them needing to score at 8 an over
with wickets in the shed so I brought on the best closer in the business. Dean Morrison bowled full and
fast to stop the scoring by taking wickets and giving them nothing to hit slowing the scoring down and
putting pressure on batsmen into creating shots.
They needed 14 off the last over and with a great run out to Kieren and new glove man Lucas Small and
some terrific bowling by Deano they only scored 5.
Another big scalp in the pocket. A great team effort again with special mention to Tommy Nurse who
didn't get a bat or bowl but ran around the boundary for 35 overs chasing down ball after ball on a tough
and fast outfield.
Also Dan Wright who was as sick as a dog but
stayed out there. Special mention too for Muck
who took over the gloves after running from
deep mid wicket to deep mid wicket for 25
overs. Nice to have you back out there Muck.
Well done boys.
Super effort and a great and enjoyable close
game of cricket. Bring on Wonga Park next
week. 3 top 4 scalps in a row would be nice.
Cheers Captain Happy..
Man of the match. Rep Side Rowe..
Tommy Nurse
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5th XI Match Report – Round 11
The CHN Herold Ross 5th XI faced a massive Round XI game with a spot in the 4 on the line. Norwood
defeated us soundly just before Xmas so the challenge was in front of us to hold our spot on the ladder.
We lost the toss and were sent in to have a bat. After being bundled out for 76 in our last meeting we
set ourselves to get off to a good start to build some confidence through the order. With the ball
moving a long way early Ivan put his head down to defend the good deliveries and punish the bad balls
and we got away to a great start putting on 75 for the first wicket. Things then turned very quickly with
the loss of 5 wickets for only 4 runs. I got to witness my first hat trick but unfortunately it was against
us. At 5/79 a low score was again looking likely. Thankfully Damo and Ganga then put together a
steadying partnership of 43 with Ganga losing his wicket for a well made 26 chasing quick runs. Jake
Middleton came and went quickly sacrificing his wicket for an extra run in the final over’s putting the
team before individual statistics. A scratchy Damo Murray then ended the innings in style with a big 22
run final over with a couple of runs added by Scott Carter. This gave us a respectable 7/144 and a
good score to defend.
Following up from our last game against Norwood, we knew their openers were going to attack and had
to be on the spot early. With our best opening pair for the season (easily the best in the comp), a lot
was riding on Carter and Ganga to get some early wickets. As expected the batsman hit out early
(including a big straight drive for 6 first ball) off Ganga they got away from us early with 30 odd of the
first 3 over’s. We made the first break through with Ganga taking a great outfield catch off Scotty’s
bowling to give us a chance. Jake then dismissed another very dangerous batsman thanks to a flashy
one hander from Pinko and with the other big hitting opener dismissed shortly after (another good
outfield catch from Damo) we were back in it at 3/60. We dragged the run rate right back through the
middle over’s but it was not enough to stop Norwood passing us in the 33rd over.
Although it was another critical loss in a close game it was a very big improvement over the last 2
games. Our batting and fielding has struggled and we improved dramatically in both areas.
Highlights of the game were Ivan, Damo & Ganga with the bat and some good unrewarded bowling by
all.
We are now sitting 1/2 a game out of the 4 and every game is a must win.
Wonga Park awaits us this week in our first away game for a long time. A solid batting effort is required
to bat through 70 over’s as it is our first 2 day game in a long time.
Congratulations to the 2 really old guys in the 4’s (Wilbur & Terry) on the tons in the last 2 games.
Go Temps!!
Trev
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Junior Cricket Action
Under 16 Mid-Season Report
The 2012/2013 season for the under 16/1s got off to a difficult start, with close losses to Mooroolbark
and Ringwood, two teams which are currently entrenched in the top 4. Round 3, the designated one day
game, saw the side get comprehensively outplayed by South Croydon after being dismissed for a
meagre 46, an extremely disappointing and embarrassing result given our competitive performances the
previous two rounds.
After a 0-3 start to the year, playing finals was looking completely out of the equation. However, to the
boys’ credit they responded accordingly winning the final 3 games in the lead up to the Christmas break,
including a terrific victory in the last over against a Ringwood side which defeated us in round 1. The
Boronia game also came down to a tense finish, with ‘Pembo’ taking a wicket in the final over to a great
catch by Dylan Bateman at second slip to give us the victory. At 3-3, sitting 4 points outside the top 4,
the quest for a finals berth is well and truly on the cards.
The most pleasing aspect of the season thus far has been the continued improvement and willingness to
learn of all of the players, at training and on match days. It is enjoyable to see that a number of boys are
not only playing senior cricket at the club, but are making vital contributions to the results in their
respective sides. With additional hard work at training, coupled with some grit and determination on
match day, I can envisage this side making a significant run at the under 16 premiership later in the year!
Outstanding batting efforts:
Josh Hudson 66 vs. Ringwood, 78 vs. Ringwood
Tyson Henry 33 vs. Mooroolbark
Noah Jackson 44 no vs. Mooroolbark
Luke Newbegin with his first runs in cricket – congratulations Luke!
Jack Pollard 84 vs. Croydon North, 87 vs. Boronia
Josh Barmby 63 vs. Croydon North
Lincoln Wong 44 vs. Ringwood
Jake Middleton 26 no vs. Boronia
Outstanding bowling efforts:
Liam Pemberton 3/45 vs. Mooroolbark, 4/29 vs. South Croydon, 3/26 vs. Croydon North
Tyson Henry 4/16 vs. Croydon North, 4/49 vs. Ringwood
Jake Middleton 2/13 vs. Croydon North, 2/7 vs. Boronia
Josh Hudson 4/35 vs. Ringwood, 2/13 vs. Boronia

Steven Dewar
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U12 – 1 Season Update
Season update for the under 12 1's sees us sitting in 3rd spot on the ladder with 3 wins and 2 loses.
We got off to a great start against Montrose 108 vs Temps 2/179. Then 2 wins on the trot against last
years Grand Finalists in Mooroolbark. 4/60 vs Temps 4/86 and 9/105 vs Temps 5/183. Next up we had
Boronia and went down by 30 runs 177 vs Temps 8/141. We then played top of the ladder Nth
Ringwood who had the better of the conditions and fell 60 runs short 4/220 vs Temps 2/143.
I have been really happy with the boys batting and bowling this season we just need to continue to work
on our on field concentration. I feel if we can work a little harder in the nets at training to improve our
bowling accuracy and continue with our game plan on bowling good lines and building pressure on
opposition batsmen we can give the finals a good run.
I would like to congratulate Tyler Hoogwerf in being appointed skipper this season. Tyler is a fairly level
headed young fella who will be looking to keep things organised on field in the lead up to finals.

Outstanding highlights have been:
Rnd 1vs Montrose
Jai Van Der Wert 34no - T Hoogwerf 30no J Anderson 17
J Meehan 3/7 J Anderson 2/16 D Bateman 2/17
Rnd 2 vs Mooroolbark
C Williams 22no
T Hoogwerf 2/8
Rnd 3 vs Mooroolbark
T Hoogwerf 35no C Williams 34no J Vander Wert 34no
C Williams 3/11 D Bateman 2/7
Rnd 4 vs Boronia
D Bateman 23 C Williams 24 J Meehan 15
J Meehan 2/9 C Williams 2/15
Rnd 5 vs Nth Ringwood
T Hoogwerf 33no J Van Der Wert 30no C Williams 29
T Hoogwerf 2/35 A Jeyapalan 1/19
John Williams
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Under 12-4 Season Report
Pleasingly for the club, at the beginning of season 2012/13 we were able to introduce a number of new
junior players into under-12s. These players, together with a number of players from St.Andrews Cricket
Club formed a merged team in the under-12 division 4 competition. This arrangement has seen “our”
boys training at Templeton each week then join their St.Andrews compatriots each Friday for matches.
This has worked extremely well, and thanks must go to our parents and players for their willingness to
work with this arrangement and to St Andrews CC. It is worth noting that I have on more than one
occasion received very positive feedback from St.Andrews on the conduct and dedication of our players
and parents.
The under-12 division 4 competition is viewed as a “breeding ground” for young players to experience
their first season of competitive cricket and develop their skills for future years. The club is very proud of
not only the way of our boys have conducted themselves in their first year, but also of some outstanding
performances that have been achieved. As noted below, a number of our boys have showed great
promise with the ball. Also worth noting is the outstanding performance by Mitchell Starrenburg, who in
his fourth ever game of cricket registered his first century. With the continued dedication they show each
week at training, I am certain these boys will realize further individual and team success for the
remaining games.

Team high totals:
Outstanding Batting Efforts:
100 runs Mitchell Starrenburg, Round 4
Outstanding Bowling Efforts:
2/16 off 5 overs, Kyle Bechaz, Round 1
1/8 off 4 overs, James Kasznar Round 3
3/30 off5 overs, Nicholas Allen, Round 4
Sean Meehan
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UNDER 10 BLUE MID SEASON REVIEW
The boys season to date has been one of enjoyment and experiment. With many newcomers to the
game, and the majority of the boys being only 7 or 8,
the transition from the backyard to the playing field, has been a smooth one. The improvement made
from week to week, and the grasp on actual match simulation, is a credit
to the boys willingness to listen and learn. All of them show an eagerness to compete, and playing short
most weeks, they also show great sportsmanship when opposition
players fill in.
With Mitchell, Dan and Conrad's solid batting, Aydin, Vivek and Zane's accurate bowling, and Jaeger
and Tommy's great fielding and encouraging, the team is establishing itself quite nicely.
And with plenty of school holiday cricket under their belts, we hope to see the kids all back firing and
ready to go in the New Year.
GO TAIPANS - Steve Tasevski

One for the Mr Crickets of the club.........
The scenario:
It’s the opening day of a test match, only two balls
have been bowled, both legitimate, no wickets and
both batsman are on 6 n/o.
I’ve been told there is three ways this can happen
but so far I can only come up with two.
Please send your suggested solutions to
malsmisc@bigpond.com and I’ll provide
an update in the next issues of Temps Talk.
Good luck
Malcolm

Mr Cricket – Michael Hussey
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Under 10 Red Season Report
This year the under-10 “Red” team comprised of “veteran” players entering into their second season of
Under-10 cricket. Given the amount of improvement shown last year, we expected to be one of the
stronger sides in this year’s competition and this has proved to be the case. Following on from last year,
the boys have continued to show significant improvement in their batting, bowling and fielding skills.
Equally as pleasing has been their increased maturity as young cricketers and the strong bond each
player shares with his team mates.
Whilst the under-10 grade is non-competitive, the boys show a healthy competitive spirit that will put
them in good stead in coming years. To date, the side has won seven games and lost one. What has
been pleasing, and demonstrates the level of improvement of the side, is that we have been able to pass
a team score of 100 on three occasions – a great effort when you consider an innings usually consists of
20 overs.
Team high totals:
158 Wantirna South
114 North Ringwood
100 South Croydon
Outstanding Batting Efforts:
33 Blake Drury
29 Alexander Meehan
41 Corey Shiels
24 Josh Briginshaw
18 Nicholas Ascenzo
13 Kyle Brand
Outstanding Bowling Efforts:
Daniel Durack, 2 wickets vs. Montrose
Luke Morrison, 3 wickets vs. Montrose
Kristoff Allen , 1st wicket vs Mooroolbark
Heath Disney, 2 for 4 versus South Croydon
Caydn Gottliebsen 1 for 4 versus Sth Croydon
Sean Meehan
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Vets 2nd Div Rd5 Report
The Vets 1st side is back in Divvy 2 after a tough year in the top grade and with a few new players we
are looking to bounce back into the top grade.
The season begun with a last over loss to Montrose after we made 8/145 Rowe 31, D George 42ret and
in reply Motrose 7/149 With Rep Side Rowe the best of the bowlers 6 overs 3/14.
The rounds highlight though was the debut of Jason Denton, the hard hitting allrounder from our second
11. Jason gave us a Golden Quack and 3 dropped catches. Obviously a bit tougher in the Vets. He did
get a wicket so not such a bad day for JD.
Round 2 saw us travel all the way to Yarra Junction. About an hours drive but worth it as the ground and
set up were magnificent.
Again we batted first with a few good starts but no one going on to make 40. Rocket Rod and Teaks both
made 26 and the debutant Brett Disney a quick 18. We finished 8/153 which seemed a fairly good score.
Yarra came out to bat and went whack. The opening bat smashed balls every where, even one off
Rocket Rod half way up a 100 ft Gum Tree. He retired on 41 with the score on 43. From there we took
wickets and slowed the score but they rode their luck and past us in the last over. JD pick of the bowlers
taking 3/26. Not sure how we lost that game, hope it doesn't cost us come finals time.
Rnd 3 we played our old mates from Ainslie Park and Sean Meehan 42ret General 33 Teaks 40ret
Wilbur 35no help the total to 3/209. A good score but Temps was fairly quick.
Ainslie tried but were always behind the require run rate and we rolled them for 187. Wickets were
evenly spread. A good team effort.
Rnd 4 saw us go up to Warrandyte and we batted first again. Dewar 40ret Wilbur 43ret, Big G 24 and
"The Weapon" Rob Hoogwerf getting amongst the runs with 21no. 4/190 seemed enough.
We started really well in the field and had the game in hand until we started to muck about a bit and let
them back into the match. When the number 11 came out and started smashing us about it was game
back on. We managed to keep them to 8/177 but it would have been a lot closer than that if not for great
early bowling from T Beams, Malcolm, Deano and Rick Meehan.
A lesson learnt there where anything can happen and the game isn't over until it is over.
Rnd 5 was at home v Bayswater Park batting first we made 8/222 with Rick Meehan 40ret and Seano 36
top scores. Baysie lacked bowling depth and we saw some very interesting bowling toward the end of
the innings. Terrific bowling from Beams and Rep Side put Baysie too far behind from the outset and
they were never in the hunt. Only managing 4/170 from 35 overs. Highlight of the day was the debut of
big Nick Starrengerg who fielded a treat on the fluffy Templeton outfield and then bowled some of the
biggest whooping balls ever seen in Vets. How he pulls up from his first game of cricket in 10 years will
be interesting.
So after 5 rounds we sit 4th on the ladder with 2 games to go. We play 2 more games against 2 top 4
sides so it will be a close thing but I think we should make finals and give it a good shake. It has been
terrific to have all the new players come through and look forward to playing some more cricket with old
team mates.
Go Wrinkly Taipans!!.

Cheers Wilbur
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Vets 3rd Div Rd5 Report
After our winning streak last year, we were
brought to a halt with a 10 week break. We had
had won one in a row, had hit our straps, not least
Keysie with 3 catches and 2 divine stumpings in
our last game.
We ventured to Silcock Reserve with 13 named
players. As is vets cricket by 11AM we had 12
Players, 12.23pm 10 players, 12.45pm we were
going to my place to play darts. We decided to play
cricket. Thanks to Greg Bell (I have a bad back) &
Phil Dewar (I have a date) for turning up on short,
short notice.

Welcome to Vets cricket – Dave Hewitt 40 n/o

We lost the toss and were in the field. Suffice to say as a collective we were average for the first 36
overs of the game. Hence them making 2/195. However despite a number of poor overs, good solid
cricketers, good attitude and some very good efforts kept the total to one we could get. Malcolm and
Matt G opened the bowling. Malcolm bowled well in 2 spells. 0/19 off 6. Dave Adam came on with
there batsman set and bowled a treat, could have had 3 or 4 for. finished 1/19 off 6. Rocket also
bowled well 0/23 off 6, stemmed the tide.
Fielding wise, Matt Grassby took a great catch on the boundary off a well crafted delivery. The new
thin Craig was very good on outer ring and Mr G Brookman coming off liver, heart and a lung
transplant was awesome sweeping all day.
So 196 to win. Croydon ranges put on a lovely avro tea. A variety of sandwiches, cold cuts, meat pies,
cream cakes and the like. I reckon we all knew if we bat 36 and we win. Phil and Craig opened with
28 and 31 respectively. New Recruit, the Dr Hewitt after a 7 year absence from the game batting at 3
eased out 40 retired in even time. Mr Brookman held it together in the middle, 39. Then we needed 23
off 10 balls. Rocket & Dave Adam as good as I’ve seen with 9 balls (they didn't need the last one) to
win a game.
To quote my sister, who was there, ' that was fun“
Mick Elliot (Captain)
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For updated reports, news and information visit the club website at templetoncc.com.au

FEBRUARY

3

SUPERDRAW XIII
Sunday 3rd February Templeton CC will hold its 13th Annual Superdraw
event at the Templeton Street clubrooms from 12 to 5pm.
Ticket price is $60 and includes food and drinks* for 2 people as well as
your chance to win the main prize of $ 4,000 cash.
For further information and tickets speak with your team captain, any
committee member or chief organiser Brett Keys (047558007)
*Drinks include beer, wine & soft drinks. Mixed spirit drinks also available at reduced prices

MAY

4

30th ANNIVERSARY DINNER
On Saturday 4th May the club will be celebrating its 30th anniversary at the
Karralyka Centre in Ringwood. (pricing details to follow)
CALLING PAST PLAYERS
If you have contact details for any former Templeton Junior, Senior and/or
Veteran players could you please email anniversary@ templetoncc.com.au
or let Dean Morrison (0412025096) or Brett Keys (047558007) know.

Melross Estate Wines have come onboard as a club
fundraising sponsor generously providing discount wine
offerings available nowhere else in Australia with a portion of
each sale going back into the club .
Don’t just buy some yourself, ask your family, colleagues and
friends if they would like some quality wines at cost prices.
If you are interested in purchasing some wine please
complete the order form and email through to
chairman@templetoncc.com.au
Wine tasting notes and order form available from club
website, clubrooms or contact Stephen Mikecz (0418114812)

